ICE

- noun
  Ice – frozen water
  Ice – frozen surface of a body of water
  Ice – sweet frozen dessert made with water and fruit juice
  Ice – reserve, formality

slang
  Ice – diamonds
  Ice – protection money
  Ice – fee paid by ticket broker to theater manager
  Ice – crystal meth

- verb
  To cover with ice
  To change to ice; freeze
  To chill with ice
  To cover with frosting or icing
  To preserve by placing on ice

slang
  To settle or seal a deal
  To make a business arrangement for attractive by adding features
  To kill, assassinate
  To insult
  To freeze a person’s account on a website
  To remove from

- idioms
  Break the ice – to succeed; overcome reserve
  Cut no ice – to have no influence
  Ice it – stop it
  As cold as ice – reserved
  On thin ice – precarious
  Ice cold – self control
  On ice – delayed plans
  Icy – reserved
  Ice Princess – reserved